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Details of Visit:

Author: Nonvanillasales
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 30 Mar 2016 11:30
Duration of Visit: .5 Hours
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.annabellasescorts.com/escort-gallery-all-escorts.php
Phone: 01908234646
Phone: 01908711821

The Premises:

Normal Annabellas address, as per usual clean and tidy, with a very prompt maid answering the
door.

The Lady:

Very accurate description on her profile. 5'5, Dark blonde shoulder length hair, AMAZING figure,
size 8-10 with a tiny waist bracketed with wonderful boobs and bum.

The Story:

Hayley's first day at AE, was shown promptly to the top floor, the maid asked if I'd like a drink and
said that Hayley would be up in a moment.

After a brief wait, in walked a bombshell in lingerie and heels. Hayley is very pretty with lovely eyes,
and her figure . . . The pictures on her profile do not do her justice.

Hayley introduced her self with a kiss/fk and we sorted out the paperwork. She then helped me get
undressed whilst gently kissing before dropping to her knees to take me in her mouth for the first
bout of
Her technique was sublime, and after 5 minutes I had to curtail her so as not to bring forth a
premature ending, so I asked her to pop on the bed so I could return the favour.

Hayley has a very pretty little pussy which tasted very sweet, and the RO was received rather well,
we then went on to the main event, so rainmaker on and proceeded to go through a myriad of
positions, Hayley was more than happy to switch around and was making all the right noises of
encouragement through out in a nice subtle way, definitely a GFE rather than PSE screaming "f**k
me big boy".

Time was working against us so I asked to finish with more wonderful owo, Hayley again is
wonderful and she continued to take me to CIM after which she slid up to give me a great salty kiss
(I'd mentioned this to her at the start) before swallowing the lot.
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This was just after the maid knocked the door to call time on us, so a sure sign that Hayley wasn't
clock watching, she really does get right into the meeting.

All in all a wonderful punt with a lovely girl.
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